6. The Messianic Word
“The Spirit of Adonai YHWH is upon me; because YHWH has anointed me to preach good tidings
unto the meek; he has sent me to bind up the brokenhearted, to proclaim liberty to the captives, and
the opening of the prison to them that are bound;” Isaiah 61:1 1
Yeshua the Christ, the Anointed Son of God, is the only Paradise Creator Son begotten into this space and
time.
Yeshua defines the purpose of His ministry with the above quoted verse of Isaiah, as recorded in Luke
4:18. Additionally in Luke 4:19 He includes Is. 61:2, “To proclaim the acceptable year of the LORD, and
the day of vengeance of our God; to comfort all that mourn.”
The phrase “acceptable year of the Lord” has a value of 1152.2 Since chakra
levels are referenced by the term “days” in the inner coding of Scripture, the
“eighth day” of Covenant/circumcision is indicated by this numeric cipher as
follows: 1440 minutes per day x 8 = 11520 minutes in eight days.
1152 equals the phrase in Amos 5:15, “love the good and establish judgment in
the gate,”
This number 1152 is a cipher for the “gaining of enlightenment” as it is the sum
of the rectification factor of “286” (pyramid offset measurement and increase in
Grand Gallery above the ascending passageway) plus “866” as the “free the
captives” gematria encoded in the center ring of the Messianic Word Template
This verse, containing the message of freeing the “prisoners of time,” has a gematria of one-fifth of the
Precession of the Equinoxes, 5184 (reckoned as 1/5 of Plato’s “great year” of 25,920 years).
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1152 is the double square of 24 (2 x 24²). To “square with the truth,” is an axiom that is confirmed by the
gematria of the word for truth in both new and old Testaments. Heb. for truth, emet, is 21², and in Gr.
aletheia = 8² and alethes = 16².
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The 1152nd day of the gold timeline was 10-30, 2016. This 1152 day code is shown on the Redemptive
Seed of On Template (page 9 in the document entitled “A Capstone Teaching” on the main page of the
Academy of On website, excerpt shown above), part of the mystery of the “setting of the Sun on the great
scales of time.”
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(total value of the Heb. letters inside the “fire” ring on the previous page). This number (with decimal) as
.866, is half the square root of 3 and defines the geometry of the vesica pisces or fish shape. 3
Jeremiah 34:13-17, “Thus says YHWH, the God of Israel; I made a covenant with your fathers in the day
that I brought them forth out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondmen, saying, At the end of seven
years let go every man his brother an Hebrew, which has been sold unto you…”
This verse describes a shemitah period of seven years. The Hebrew phrase within the “throne” as shown
on the Template above contains the Heb. word shemitah meaning “release.”
Heb. asir means prisoner. Thus the name in the signet or “seal ring” of the Template above,
Shemitah Asir Zerubbabel,
means “release the imprisoned seed
program from Babylon.” Zerubbabel was
the builder of the second temple after
Israel was released from the Babylonian
captivity. 4
Haggai 2:23, “In that day, is the utterance
of YHWH of Hosts (Adonai Tsebayoth), I
shall take you, O Zerubbabel [out of
captivity]…and I shall certainly set you as
a seal ring, because you are the one
whom I have chosen, is the utterance of
Adonai Tsebayoth.”
The Book of Hebrews confirms the need
to release the energy thresholds of the
body:
Heb. 13:3 “Keep in mind those in prison
bonds as though you have been bound
with them, and those being ill-treated,
since you yourselves also are still in a
body.”
Beauty for Ashes
Returning to the Messianic purpose, as
stated next in Is. 61:3, “To appoint unto
them that mourn in Zion, to give unto
them beauty for ashes…”

Pool of Siloam
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The decimal .866 (half the sq. root of 3) is the height of an equilateral triangle whose sides are 1. 866
also equals Gr. “Adonai,” and Heb. “lilies of the valley.” 866 equals the sofit value of the Heb. word sof
itself, meaning “end” or “conclusion” as part of the phrase Ain Soph, “no end,” (or “unlimited”). The
standard value of sof is 146, equivalent to olam, “eternity.”
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Zerubbabel is a key name appearing in both Christ genealogies given in the New Testament (Mat. 1 and
Lu. 3). Babylon, from which the seed program is released, means the “confusion of tongues, i.e. the
“worldly system of things,” that does not use the higher language of Light.
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To give “beauty,” (Heb. )פאר5 “for ashes” (אפר, its anagram), is a healing, and the Heb. word for “heal,”
rapha, is also an anagram of these same three letters; רפא.6
The True Tower and the Pool of Siloam
The Book of Nehemiah contains the vision of the seeding of Divine thought-forms by the Spiritual
Hierarchy in the building of the inner temple (with its walls and gates) to prepare the soul for ascension.
The names of God resonate the sound patterns of sacred geometry within the architecture of the heavens.
On the Pool of Siloam Template (shown on the previous page) the passage given to code the Light body is
Neh. 8:4, where we find Ezra standing on a wooden podium. The word used for podium is migdol, the
same root word used in Magdalene, meaning the “true tower” or “strong place.”
The Pool of Siloam is linked with the Beauty sphere of the Tree of Life (Tiphereth). The origin of this
pool is Eynrogel, the spring (or eye/font) of the fuller, with word value of 363 equaling the Heb. word for
“the Messiah:” ha-Meshiah.7
The reference (in the Pool of Siloam Template) to John Chapter 20 begins with the empty tomb, Mary
Magdalene beholds “the stone already taken away.”8 The opening of the seven seals to the 8th overhead.
Lu. 24:5, “why seek ye the living among the dead?”
The Twinkling
The Hebrew calendar has 1080 divisions of
an hour called “parts” or chalakim. This
method of division provides a daily tracking
of the pattern of the Precession of the
Equinoxes: 1080 (the radius of the moon in
miles) x 24 hours = 25,920: the number of
years in one Precessional cycle. 9
There is a still smaller division known in
Hebrew as a rega or “moment.”

From one new moon to the next new moon
in the Hebrew Calendar is 29 days, 12
hours, 793 “parts” or chalakim.
In Ps. 104:19, the phrase, “He has made
the moon for appointed times” has a
gematria of 793.
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The Heb. for “beauty” is the root of the name of this sphere of the Tree of Life, Tiphereth. This same
root relates to Yophiel, “beauty of El.” The name Yophiel has gematria 137, the same value as the four
letters that spell Kaballah, QBLH (received wisdom). 137 is the inverse of the Fine Structure Constant
(and the gematria of Heb. ophan, “wheel”).
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These three words are value 281, the same as Gr. “Lamb” as used in Rev. 7:17.
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Eynrogel is shown in relation to Eynshemesh, the “font of the sun” in Josh. 15:7.
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The phrase in Lu. 13:4, “the tower in this Siloam” = 3169, a centered hexagonal number to which six
star points of 3168 can be added to form a Star of David. 3168 = Gr. Kyrios Iesous Christos.
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The Heb. system of time-keeping divides the hour into 1080 “parts,” Heb. chalakim (1080 is the radius of
the moon in miles). As shown in Ch. 4, there are 25920 chalakim per day approximating the number of
years of the Precession of the Equinoxes. One purpose of this Heb. system of the division of time into
“parts” is to maintain a whole number description of the lunation period (called a molad moment or “birth”
of the new moon; 29 days, 12 hours, 793 parts). This system of time-keeping maintains the “pattern
above” in relationship to the cycle of equinoctial precession.
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Also from Ps. 104:19, the phrase “the sun knows where it sets (or “enters”) = 779. A Heb. phrase “and in
the midst of the noonday” also equals 779. “Noon” corresponds to the “meridian overhead” or the
location of the 8th chakra, the reconnection to the parent body of Light.
Additionally, the Heb. letter value of 779 equals the phrase from Zech. 4:9, “The hands of Zerubbabel
have laid the foundation of this house…”
The Heb. word for “moment,” “instant,” “wink” or “twinkling” is rega רגע. A rega is used in calculating
the precise moment of the mean duration of a season. 10
The idea of a “precise moment” is associated with the “twinkling of an eye:”
1Cor. 15:52, “In a moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump: for the trumpet shall sound, and
the dead shall be raised incorruptible, and we shall be changed.”
“At the last trump,” when there should be time no longer (Rev. 10:6). The twinkling is associated with a
precise timing of the “flashover” in the transformation the soul experiences in the Merkabah, the Vehicle
of Time Translation. 11
Ezra 9:8, “And now for a little space [or a “moment,” rega] grace has been shown from YHWH our God,
to leave us a remnant to escape, and to give us a nail in his holy place, that our God may lighten our eyes,
and give us a little reviving in our bondage.”

John 19:26, Gr. phrase, “Woman, behold thy Son”
= 2368 = Gr. “Iesous Christos”
John 19:27, Gr. phrase, “Behold thy Mother”
= 1618 = the Golden Ratio

John 17:26 “And I have made your name known to them and will make it known, in order that the love
with which you loved me may be in them and I in union with them.”
Amen.
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There are 82080 “regaim” (plural of rega, with a gem. of 323) in an hour and 1368 in one minute (323 is
a Light Code of the Revelation Time Table, Ch. 11). Each chalak or “part” is further divided into 76 (4 x
19) regaim or “moments.” The tiny fractional unit rega or “moment” allows the mean duration of a season
to be stated without fraction: 91 days 7 hours 28 minutes 15 chalakim and 31 regaim.
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Ex. 33:5, the phrase “in a moment” or more literal, “in one moment (rega echad),” equals the
rectification factor of 286 (as encoded in the Great Pyramid, an altar to YHWH (Is. 19:19). The whole
phrase “I will come up into the midst of thee in a moment,” has the value of another one of the twelve
Light Codes of the Revelation Time Table, 716: רגע אחד אעלה בקרבך.
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